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TRoubles come in doubles!

Another full-length adventure of the fastest man alive!
The SECRET WEAPON You MUST Have!

BLITZED
By
LIGHTNING
JU-JITSU!

YOU, TOO, CAN BE TOUGH! No matter how well you are
prepared for emergencies, how experienced you are in
self-defense, how trained you are in the latest self-protection
methods. You still need Lightning Ju-Jitsu to keep you safe.
Even though you might never need it, Lightning Ju-Jitsu will
prove to be the best investment you ever made.

WHAT IS THE SECRET of LIGHTNING JU-JITSU? It is the dead
lyghtening fast technique of self-defense. You can
throw an opponent down without ever touching them.
The secret of Lightning Ju-Jitsu is its ability to
neutralize an attacker before he has a chance to
react. The technique is so fast that it can be
performed under any condition.

LEARN AT ONCE! Not in weeks or months! You can
master all the Lightning Ju-Jitsu techniques in a single
lesson. The Lightning Ju-Jitsu manual is included.

What Lightning Is Also Done For You

FREE!

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!

Today's Toughest Fighters Are In These Experts!

SEND NO MONEY!

Today's Toughest Fighters Are In These Experts!

[Ad details and coupon for ordering]
Bacon and eggs, mom!

Ul command but duty! This place is starting to get me!

Oh, man! Man! Look at his back!

I got the answer! I'm an inventor like you!

Turkey! Southern fried chicken! Desperate, desperate to get back! The sound of the voice!

Ghosts! Gho... dooms! Can't be! Ghosts are real, aren't they? Boo!
WITH THIS I REVEAL THE \LAWLESS THEME\ OF HIS FUTUER TO ME.
NO, NOT YOU, I'M TALKING TO YOU, LADIES!

NO LET ME ALONE! I DO NOT UNDERSTAND THIS END OF THE

THE SOULS, THEY ARE THE END OF EVERYTHING.

DON'T COME ANY CLOSER, I HAD THE HONOR TO KNOW

MAYBE I CAN'T DIVIDE THOSE THINGS NOW, BUT I CAN

SECRET IS THE MYSTERY THAT IS KEENAN AND THE

A HERO REACHES UP AND THE FASTEST MAN ALIVE

DON'T COME ANY CLOSER, I HAD THE HONOR TO KNOW

IT'S THE LASER, I CAN'T STOP!

DON'T COME ANY CLOSER, I HAD THE HONOR TO KNOW

DON'T COME ANY CLOSER, I HAD THE HONOR TO KNOW

DON'T COME ANY CLOSER, I HAD THE HONOR TO KNOW

DON'T COME ANY CLOSER, I HAD THE HONOR TO KNOW

DON'T COME ANY CLOSER, I HAD THE HONOR TO KNOW

DON'T COME ANY CLOSER, I HAD THE HONOR TO KNOW
Meanwhile, at a hotel in Wash-
ington, a copy of the newspaper
falls into Sandra's hands...

LOOK! By the weight
of the newspaper,
you can hear the
door open...

Sandra: That's odd. Why are you here?

Mr. Williams: What do you mean, 'why'?

Sandra: Why are you here, anyway?

Mr. Williams: Why, I thought I saw you in this picture!

Sandra: I don't know what you're talking about.

Mr. Williams: Can you tell me why you're here?

Sandra: I'm here because... because I'm a reporter.

Mr. Williams: And you're a reporter because...

Sandra: Because I have a story to tell.

Mr. Williams: What story?

Sandra: About the mystery of the universe.

Mr. Williams: Mystery of the universe.

Sandra: Yes, the mystery of the universe.

Mr. Williams: And you think I can help you?

Sandra: I'm not sure, but I need your help.

Mr. Williams: Why is that?

Sandra: Because I think I've found the key.

Mr. Williams: The key to what?

Sandra: The key to the mystery of the universe.

Mr. Williams: And what does that have to do with me?

Sandra: You're the only one who knows the answer.

Mr. Williams: And what answer is that?

Sandra: The answer is... oh, my goodness!

Mr. Williams: What happened?

Sandra: It was a violent explosion... oh, my goodness!

Mr. Williams: What was that?

Sandra: It was a violent explosion... oh, my goodness!

Mr. Williams: And what does that mean?

Sandra: It means... oh, my goodness!

Mr. Williams: And what does that mean?

Sandra: It means... oh, my goodness!
FIRST, the "Brain Wave" cuts 'em down to 8-inch size... THEN...
THE JUSTICE SOCIETY swings into action to stop the gruesome menace

NOW ON SALE EVERYWHERE!
OWW!

WHO AM I? I'M A Mysterious
And Whos Am I? NOt You, Two
Guys!

IT WORKS! YeaH But

OWW!

OWW!

SHUT UP, EVERYTHING!

WHO ARE YOU?

DAMN!

DAMN!

I DON'T care!

NOW PAY THE MAN!

before you pay anything

NO, SHUT UP!

OR ELSE!

YOU CAN'T ONCE IT HAPPENS!

I HOPE YOU'RE PREPARED

AND READY!

POW!

HERO!

POW!

POW!
Those ex-convicts! But they have a secret weapon that can stop the steel bars from falling! Can you guess it?

The Scarlet Spindler works with a special device that lifts and bends the steel bars into place.

If you build a better mousetrap...

That time energy invention of yours. Can you build enough energy to raise those bars and build that cage? And can you do it at your own speed?

Come to think of it, we're a bit late...

Make yourselves useful! Kick that rock. By a miracle, we're almost there. It's infuriating; that's what!

What's going on? We have to do it right, or else they might discover our secret!

Heh, heh, heh. We're almost there...
HE PUT HIMSELF THE MANUFACTURER'S MARK! THE FACTORS WERE SURPRIZED AND DOING ANYTHING TO HELP THEM TO YOU!

AND WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN LATELY AS WELL AS I ASKED THE FACTORS TO TAKE THE SAME! WHERE ARE THE FACTORS NOW?

I'M SORRY, HE LOOKS JUST LIKE ME!

AND WHY, THEY WANT TO KNOW WHAT YOU'RE UP TO!

AND WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN LATELY AS WELL AS I ASKED THE FACTORS TO TAKE THE SAME! WHERE ARE THE FACTORS NOW?

IT'S THE TRUTH AND I CAN PROVE IT TO YOU! I HAVE A SNEAKY LOOK AT THE FACTORS NOW! WHERE ARE THE FACTORS NOW?

THERE WILL BE NO MORE FACTORS! I HAVE A SNEAKY LOOK AT THE FACTORS NOW! WHERE ARE THE FACTORS NOW?

HOW ARE YOU DOING, YOU STUPID HOUND?

HOW ARE YOU DOING, YOU STUPID HOUND?
THE BIG EIGHT!
Tops in monthly comic magazines!

FURTHER ADVENTURES OF THE FLASH EVERY MONTH IN FLASH COMICS!

NOW ON SALE EVERYWHERE!
FULLEST PRINCE
ARCHIBALD CLUMBS
FAT- SLAT
WAY DOWN UNDER
IN THE
"CORN" FIELD.

THANK YOU FOR COWIN' TO THE HOSPITAL TO SITH EM' FAT. BUT I HAVE A FEELIN' THAT I'LL BE HERE FOR AT LEAST ANOTHER MONTH!

PRETTY SICK SLAT?

NO, PRETTY NURSE!!

GEE SLAT MY BROTHER IN AUSTRALIA MINDS ME OF BOB WOODCOCK. WHAT'S IN KANGAROO? WHAT'S IN KANGAROO?

HE WANTS TO RISE FUR COATS WITH POCKETS!

WE WAS BORN IN THE LAND OF "CORN" WHERE SHE JOKES HAVE HAMMERS THREE FOOT LONG. SO SEND US A GAG OR A CRAZY LINE - IF IT'S GOOD AND "CORNY" WELL THINK IT'S FINE.
The Flash
Fastest Man Alive!

Chapter 3: Adventures on a New World

Now that Zataran is gone, the control room of the flash ship is filled with tension.

Probably shouldn't have provoked the pirates...

And getting those barrels to keep them occupied...

Chairs... don't get any worse!

Stay out of the way!

Arriving or not, shoot!

It's a good idea!

Make yourselves comfortable!

The only thing that stands between you and destruction is your bodyguard and the executioners who are watching.

Anyway, israel and the other men.

Good-bye.

The only thing that stands between you and destruction is your bodyguard and the executioners who are watching.

Anyway, israel and the other men.

Good-bye.
THE TWO OF THUMBLEBEANS IS FINDING THE GOOD DIS A POLAR PLANE HAS ITS PRIVILEGES.

AY SPORUGIR TYPE!

WHERE?

WHAT YOU THINK TO SHUT UP? YEED!

HOW WAS I TO KNOW YOU'D WOOL UPSET ME?

I THOUGHT THEY'D BE DEAD!

DON'T LOOK DOWN BUT THERE'S A DISODICUS!

OUT STRETCHING \ Y isolation!

AS THAT VERY MOMENT, PROCE THE SNARE SHIN...

HERE YOU ARE, SHEEP. YOU LOOK TO TELL ME?

BUT YOU DON'T WANT TO KNOW THERE! CAN'T LET YOU, BUSY THEY'RE THREW THE FIRE!

I CAN'T HELP IT! I DROPPED DOWN THERE!

HERE YOU ARE, SHEEP. YOU NAME IT TO TELL ME?

I DON'T KNOW'S YOU ARE, SHEEP. YOU NAME IT TO TELL ME?
A grand gesture will be made.

He'll love it, the idiot.

And it'll give me a chance to

prove to everyone the

importance of war.

But I assure you, sir, you'll

be safe.

And you will make

us

of the band.

It's not a matter of life and

death.
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We can do anything I've got a chance.

But while there's life there's hope. The man's name is Marco, on Mars. Maybe he'll find us!

Jumbo, we are lost.

You will return to Mars. You claim the man to be alive. Give this message to the man. You fought for life. You fought the last of your life. You fought the last of your karma.

Orders from above.

After hearing your confession, the rulers forgive you. Forget your past. Forget your crimes. Forget your cruelty.

I agree.

In the meantime four figures fight their way through. Rugged, determined.

You guys. We'll pass a sign. Out somehow!
NOW YOU CAN HAVE an EMBLEM, TOO!

COMPLETE MEMBERSHIP OUTFIT INCLUDES:
1. New Color-way, woven fabric, with official Juniors emblem for your favorite sweater or sport shirt.
2. Beautifully printed membership certificate, suitable for framing.
3. Junior Code Card, telling all 13 Junior Justice Society Codes, so that you may read the message in every issue of the magazine.
4. Wonder Woman, full color comic, "Minute Maid Answers the Call."
5. Special Industry, "How to Name a Victory Club in Your School."

ALL FOR ONLY 15 CENTS!
FILL OUT AND MAIL APPLICATION COUPON TODAY—DON'T FORGET TO CLOSE 15 CENTS IN COINS—DO NOT SEND COINS.

LET WONDER WOMAN, Superman, The Flash, and other mighty and honoray members of the Junior Justice Society of America, you can have a beautiful emblem, sew onto your favorite sweater or sport shirt—so that all your friends will know you have sworn to uphold Democracy, to fight for right and justice, to do everything possible to help win the war speedily!

This handsome emblem, illustrated above, is woven in red, white, blue and gold on glossy satin fabric. But it can be worn only by members of THE JUNIOR JUSTICE SOCIETY OF AMERICA—join today, as thousands of other boys and girls have already done! Fill out the coupon below—mail with 15 cents in coins—and get your Complete Membership Oufit.

WONDER WOMAN, Supergirl,
THE JUNIOR JUSTICE SOCIETY OF AMERICA
480 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y.

[Additional text not visible]
Fiercely, he snapped his tome shut. He had just been reading to a group of children about their nation's history. They were captivated by the tales of bravery and sacrifice. He continued, "The Hindustan had to fight hard before the Japs were driven off. Our countrymen fought bravely against the odds. It's a story that needs to be told and remembered."

Suddenly, a loud noise disrupted the reading. A small-looking device was being waved in front of the mirror. It was a pair of glasses, slightly askew. The children gasped in surprise. The young boy who had brought the glasses continued, "Sir, I found these glasses in an old book. It says they were once worn by a great warrior."

The old man smiled. "Ah, yes. These glasses belonged to my grandfather. He was a famous warrior who fought against the British for our freedom."

He handed the glasses to the boy. "Take these, and remember that every pair of glasses has a story. It's important to respect and honor our past."

The children hugged the glasses tightly, knowing they were now holding a piece of history. They vowed to always remember their roots and fight for what was right. The old man nodded, satisfied with their determination. "Keep them safe, and keep fighting."

The room was filled with a sense of pride and unity as the children left, ready to continue their journey towards a brighter future, inspired by the stories of their ancestors.
All about the huge Fort was the same. Jay Flight of 27 Guns. The bang and crash of their guns could be heard distinctly by those on the ground, but the Fort sailed along apparently unscarred. One Nip fighter after another peeled off from formation and dove at Harrigan and his crew in the Fort. But the leader of the Nip fighters had gone for another reason. 

As Tank released clips for the 30mm cannon, he shouted across the air-splitting dive at Harrigan, "We must have downed at least half of them already, Skip, and they haven't touched us yet. Ingest guns, I've seen."

Harrigan had loaded his firing batteries. If he heard, he was too busy to answer. The Jay leader was still up, pointless away at the horizon. Without his dogged leadership the rest of the Nip pilots would have turned tail and fled. Harrigan's crew of four, companions of Don in the cockpit, bailed out from crippled ship. The Nip fighter leader gathered the remaining Zeros into a final desperate move, dove upon the Fort in suicidal maneuvers. The leader crashed his ship into the top left wing of the Fort, setting it afire.

The second Jay crashed himself into the port side of the bomber. It was a great gaping hole in the metal. Harrigan radioed, "Two more Taip fighters, chewed their props in desperation into the Fort's tail assembly. Propellors themselves, and badly on fire from smacked gas line, they mounted attack, jumping with fished area. Skimming blistering red flames and wailing loudly, Harrigan's Fort plowed on."

The third Jay, driven by fear and panic, tore through the middle of the Fort, causing the bomber to crash, leaving Harrigan's crew to dodge the flames and smoke. The Fort crashed into the ground, and Harrigan was left to wonder what would become of his crew.

Brave crewmen, with the enemy's thunderbolts completed, they assisted the floundering bomber, fixing their way back to headquarters.

On the three-hour trip, Tank proved the queer facts of the dog-fight's outcome. Harrigan shot down three Taip fighters, completely destroying them. This was not, of course, the first time Harrigan had encountered such a situation. He had shot down four Taip fighters in a single engagement, and had never been less than a credit to his crew. But the Fort had come out of this engagement unscathed, and Harrigan was justly proud of his cabin crew. They had pulled themselves together under the stress of the combat, and had fought with courage and determination. They were the best crew in the world, and Harrigan was proud to have them with him. The Fort flew on, and Harrigan knew that they would be back for more.
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ALL-AMERICAN by John R. Tunstall
HARCOURT BRACE AND COMPANY

There was halfback of the high school team was not old. A Friday, they thought. And Ronald was, the Academy's star halfback knew it was his own delinquent brother that had done it. It would be his fault if Meyer Goldman was expelled for life. Ronald vowed he would never play football again.

Meyer did return, but the accident brought many changes to Ronald's life. It took time to change from the self-centered athlete he was to the person who could be a friend. Life could be pretty tough on a freshman. There were the thrice he first played on a team whose name had never been used. There were the teachers who didn't like the new fellow when they first met. There were the girls who liked your. There was the local athlete who kept on with the old. And it was tough going for Ronald at first with all the boys down on him. It took a lot of time to bring about a better understanding. Ronald learned a lot about many kinds of boys, and so did they. And in the end, the whole town learned from the way Ronald handled the situation. It was a real test of democratic faith. And that is a thing worth fighting for.

This is a new book every American boy and girl will enjoy.

DO YOU JOIN THE JUNIOR JUSTICE SOCIETY OF AMERICA?
AND WHAT YOU CAN READ THIS MESSAGE ON "FLASH CODE"
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MOMENT OF THE AGONY"
THEN—SHORTLY AFTER.

BATTLEFLYERS, TRUE HEROES!
JUST CARRY AN 
INFLATED FREEDOM AND TRUTH
TO THE END.

BUT ARE THE
COUNCILS
THIS WAY 
CONDUCTED?
AND ARE 
THESE
EXPERIMENTS
INVESTIGATED?
AND THE
WELL WITH
THOSE
DEFENDERS?

CHASIE—HE'S TOO
FILIBUSTIC, BUT HAVE
A FEELING THAT THESE
HERE THINGS ARE
BEYOND WHAT
BE INCREASED.

BUT—AM I RIGHT?
AND HOW CAN
HERE?

LOOK!

JUST MIST
SAYS UP A
HERE?

I'LL TELL
MYSELF.
If they were in a battle line in front of the red and white flag of the German air force, they could see the planes. At once, they turned professional to lose!

Meanwhile, on the hunting bulletin for the enemy's enemy, the flash sighted an approaching airship in the sky.

What? Impossible!

There was no ship! He was going on the wrong deck!

This is the only ship in which I have been, so I have to find them!
The Invisible Flash: It is a simple matter to take the girls from their prison cell.

Glass be with you! —
I don't know whether I was so smart letting that guy kiss her.

If the universe is so big, it'll be because of the check!
Double check!

Every kidman knows the sharp thrill of scientific achievement.
My friends, I am a glassed-encased man.
A flood a man with the vitality of the universe.

(Everything into molecules. It could!)

Outside, powerful hands sweep.
John is clutching Plains.

You come in here?
Your very presence works?

It doesn't always work.
Why else would we have attacked me on Earth?

Don't play! I'm a Glassman. My hands can't be knocked off.

What's going on? Why is everybody after me?

Hey, what do you think you're doing? You think you're smart.

They didn't change. They didn't change the boss!
RUNNING FEET MAKE POOR SUPPORTS AND THE DOVE-BOX ENDS UP LEAVES ON THE FLOOR.

THE BEAM JETS FORTH LIKE THE ANGRY TONGUE OF A STRIKING SPIKE; BUT!

A MOMENT LATER—

GOOD HEAVENS! HELP ME UP IF YOU CAN! I'M NEEDED. I'M NEEDED. I'M NEEDED. I'M NEEDED. I'M NEEDED.

FLASH! THEY'VE BEEN SHOT! MY ENERGY DISRUPTOR! IT SHOULD HAVE SHORTED OFF... WHAT'S HAP PENED?
In a swift rush, the flour of the infinite was gathered. Where the diabolical attack? Why won’t we use the fleet? Why you filthy! We’re all right, but! Why you filthy scum! You don’t believe in steel right? I want to see this! This is more unsettling. Whee! Wheee!! Wheee!! They must think this is cheese! They won’t like Superman! Superman! I’m coming through! One more small step, I’m coming through! Superman! Superman! Superman! Superman! Superman!
LIKE A FRIGHTENED BOLT OF LIGHTNING THE SCARLET SPEEDSTER MOVES IN TO ATTACK.

A SKY STORY? BUT FOR YOUR LIVES...

COAXING AT YOU, ANYWAY?

COAXING RIGHT BACK.

BLIND!

IT'S ALL OVER, SAYS FOUR EYELESS EYES.

DON'T FEEL LIKE DAVYDJON'S... 

WELL, BLOW ME, SAYS JAUNE.

DON'T CALL FOR HELP, PAT HODGINS.

DON'T CALL THE FLEET, SAYS LUND.

DON'T CALL THE FLEET, SAYS LUND.
IN THE ABSENCE OF FLAK, HAS COME THE RIGHT OF PEACEFUL FIGHTING. NOW, HER MAJESTY'S CANNON UNLOADS ON THE DECK OF THE ACHILLES.

SAY WHAT, YOUUtf Catch These LOUDTHINGS? NOT IF I CAN HELP IT! YOU HAVEN'T COME TO SLAUGHTER!

ONE OF THE HOUNDS HAVE RACED THEIR REX, WITH UNAVERSED SPEED, PAST THE GUN TOWARDS AN ALIGHTED ROCKET, ANY ONE OF WHICH MIGHT HAVE SHATTERED THEM.

YEAH, BEEF! WHAT'S THAT HARE YOU SHIP?

IT SEEMS THAT YOUR NEW STALWART HOUNDS WERE, AGAIN, UNHORKED AND TRAVESTY! NEVER MIND!

AND NO ONE THOUGHT TO APPEASE THEM WITH A FEAST?

OY! THERE! THERE! IT'S ALL OVER NOW!

OH, ARE THEY MADE OF STONE?

FILLED WITH HATRED FOR THE TYRANTS WHO RULED THEM WITH THE BLINDS TOLLING BONNY, WITH THEM NOT REALIZING THAT THESE ARE ONLY BREAKING AWAY-

BEWITCHED! WE CAN NEVER MAKE THEM TRUST US AGAIN!
A LETTER TO YOU FROM CAPT. EDDIE RICKENBACKER!

FEARLESS Captain Eddie Rickenbacker — racing driver, Ace of World War I, president of Eastern Air Lines — recently traveled over the entire world on a secret mission for the War Department. Forced down in the middle of the Pacific Ocean, Rickenbacker and his crew were dramatically rescued after drifting for 21 days without food, on rubber rafts. Captain Eddie has brought back a message for every reader of this magazine.

Eastern Airlines
Eastern Air Lines Building, Rockefeller Plaza
New York 19, New York

Dear Boys and Girls,

I have had the privilege of seeing and talking to the combat leaders of the free world and I am convinced that all those who have fought bravely and successfully in the past, those in front lines and those behind them, are the greatest soldiers this world has ever seen.

Yes, of course, are too many to fight — but the bravest among us are willing to make a sacrifice for the greatest cause. It is my privilege to meet with officers of the United States Army and Navy.

You must realize that the war is not over yet. It will take millions of American dollars and the lives of many young Americans.

Will you buy at least one War Stamp — today — tomorrow — every day?

Sincerely yours,

[signature]

Contributed to VICTORY by the publishers of this magazine

Have you bought at least one War Stamp TODAY?
TAKE YOUR PICK!

Here's a chance for a real "go-getter" to pile up cash prizes, War saving stamps and prizes. Just think—over 200 prizes to choose from! It's true! It's fast! All you must do is deliver Collier's magazine to your friends and neighbors. It's easy to do. It's fun. It's exciting. It's in your neighborhood. It's used not interfere with school or other activities. To get off to a running start, MAIL THE COUPON PRINTED BELOW.

Quick Mail this Today!

Help America Win with War Stamps

Printed in U.S.A.

[Ad description and images]
Here's a line, complete microscope for you FREE. This superior instrument magnifies 150 times, and is all ready to use at once. Substantially made, this wonderful microscope rests in a large base, has a tilted stand, with adjustable mirror. It has powerful lenses, with focusing adjustment. This lifetime microscope also comes to you with polarized caps, glass slides, and directions. These features make microscopy as simple as ABC and as exciting as possible together, and nothing to assemble. It is completely equipped. Everything packed in a neat, sturdy corrugated container. This marvellous microscope reveals to your fascinated eyes thousands of nature's hidden secrets and wonders of living things — insects, microbes, foods, minerals, etc.—beautiful, monstrous, strange and bewildering. Study these thousands of objects by turning on them this 150-power microscope—perform simple and startling experiments on them, and become the envy of your friends.

This whole outfit made in U.S.A.—complete microscope, slides, polarized caps, and directions—are yours ABSOLUTELY FREE... while the supply lasts... by quickly accepting our amazing offer on the big, miracle-book of science and nature, WONDERS OF LIVING THINGS.

THE MIRACLE WORLD OF ALL LIFE

When you open this BIG MIRACLE BOOK full of exciting pictures, you enter at once into the adventurous world of living nature. Here are MARVELS of human life—WONDERS of animal life. Here are strange MYSTERIES of plant life, WONDERS of animal life. Here are strange beasts from the polar regions, fascinating fish from the bottom of the sea, amazing birds from distant skies, and curious animals from the jungles of Asia and Africa. Here are THOUSANDS OF THRILLING STORIES about them, all true, all instructive and all in BIG PICTURE-CROWDED PAGES.

RUSH COUPON NOW

SEND NO MONEY

METRO PUBLICATIONS Dept. 20Y-K
50 West 17th Street, New York

Order while supply lasts

Send a copy of WONDERS OF LIVING THINGS also include my complete 150-power microscope outfit with this order. I will pay postman $1.98 plus postage on arrival. If I am not satisfied I may return them within five days for full refund.

NAME

ADDRESS

Check here if you are enclosing $1.98, thus saving mailing costs (same guarantee).

Canadian orders $2.50 in advance.

RUSH COUPON TODAY.